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The   Big   Bang   Theory     
Gabe   Jaquez   
What   is   the   Big   Bang   Theory?   Well,   it's   the   number   one   way   scientists   explain   how   the   universe   was   
created.   The   theory   states   that   the   universe   started   at   one   singular   point   and   expanded   to   the   
size   it   is   at   now,   and   may   even   still   be   expanding   larger   every   day.   This   idea   was   first   introduced   in   
1927   by   Georges   Lemaitre.   A   couple   of   years   later,   an   
astronomer   named   Edwin   Hubble   noticed   that   other   
galaxies   are   moving   away   from   us   and   that   the   furthest   
galaxies   are   moving   the   fastest   away   from   us.   This   means   
things   were   moving   apart   just   as   Lemaitre   had   said,   which   
also   means   if   things   are   moving   away   now,   then   they   must   
have   been   closer   together   long   ago.   This   leads   back   to   the   
very   beginning   when   atoms   were   just   forming   from   small,   
hot   particles   mixed   with   light   and   energy.   These   atoms   
then   combined,   forming   stars   and   galaxies.   The   first   stars   created   bigger   atoms,   which   then   
created   molecules   that   would   go   on   to   forming   asteroids,   black   holes,   and   everything   else   in   the   
universe   that   we   see   today.     
  
  

Should   Students   Be   Able   To   Grade   Their   Teachers?   
Brian   Ontiveros   
If   teachers   are   able   to   grade   students,   then   I   think   that   students   should   be   able   to   grade   their   
teachers   as   well.   Teachers   give   a   grade   weekly,   so   students   could   also   give   their   teacher   a   
weekly   grade.   This   could   help   teachers   to   see   
what   they   need   to   work   on   and   how   they   could   
improve   on   what   they   are   teaching.   This   could  
also   help   by   teaching   the   teachers   how   to   make   
lessons   more   understandable.   Do   you   think   that   
students   should   be   able   to   give   their   teachers   a   
grade?   

  



Time   to   Escape   
Piper   Grissom   
We   all   have   that   certain   music   that   can   either   absolutely   destroy   our   mood   or   take   it   to   the   moon.   
For   a   lot   of   people,   listening   to   music   can   make   them   very   happy   and   let   them   escape   from   what   
is   going   on   around   them.   To   me,   music   is   one   of   my   biggest   sources   of   happiness,   but   it   can   also   be   
a   source   of   sadness.   It   is   very   important   to   me.   Realizing   what   the   artists   are   saying   in   the   lyrics,   

feeling   the   beat,   and   just   letting   it   take   you   away.   You   can   tell   
that   it   is   an   outlet   for   them,   and   I   find   it   wonderful   because   it   
can   also   be   an   outlet   for   us   because   we   could   be   feeling   that   
exact   same   way   sometimes.   Not   everyone   has   to   be   a   music   
person   because   there   are   other   outlets   such   as   driving   around,   
video   games,   tv,   eating,   and   an   odd   one   to   me,   but   music   is   the   
only   thing   that   can   get   me   to   clean   since   I   don’t   like   to.   I   love   
music   pretty   much   any   kind   of   music,   it   just   gives   me   the   
feeling   of   comfort,   happiness,   energy,   and   being   able   to   kind   of   
shut   myself   down;   now,   I   am   not   saying   that   I’m   never   not   

uncomfortable,   or   sad   but   it   just   helps   me   feel   even   happier.   I   use   it   to   fall   asleep,   wake   up...it   
can   be   used   for   anything   and   that   is   what   is   so   amazing   about   it.   What   is   your   favorite   thing   to   do   
to   escape   this   hectic   world?   

  
  
  

Do   Great   Leaders   Have   To   Be   Outgoing?   
Lennie   Valdez   
Being   a   leader   is   a   very   important,   but   rare,   skill.   You   have   to   be   responsible,   reliable,   and   
persuasive.   If   you   look   at   the   leaders   that   we   were   inspired   by   like   Barack   Obama,   Nelson   Madela,   
and   Narendra   Modi,   they   were   all   examples   of   each   one   of   those   qualities   that   are   required   to   be   
a   leader.   Another   quality   each   of   them   has   is   that   they   are   all   socially   active,   which   means   that   
they   were   all   outgoing   people   and   weren’t   afraid   to   speak   
their   minds.   Is   their   success   in   being   outgoing   the   reason   
for   being   a   good   leader?   In   my   opinion,   you   don't   have   to   
be   a   very   talkative   person   to   be   able   to   lead   by   example.   
Like   in   sports,   the   upperclassmen   are   usually   chosen   to   be   
the   captains   of   their   team   but   not   all   of   them   can   lead   how   
the   coaches   want   them   to.   I   feel   like   a   leader   should   be   
leading   more   by   example,   instead   of   saying   they   need   to   
be   doing   for   the   team.   An   example   of   being   reliable   is   keeping   your   grades   up   to   be   able   to   play   
responsible,   knowing   the   plays,and   executing.   Being   persuasive,   having   that   winning   attitude,   and   
a   good   attitude   when   you're   down.   That   is   what   being   a   leader   is   all   about.   Sure   it's   nice   having   a   
player   to   speak   up,   but   I   feel   leading   by   example   is   more   effective.     

  



What   was   Happening   in   Mexico?   
Angaela   Rodriguez   
The   president   of   Mexico,   Andrés   Manuel   López   Obrador,   asked   for   the   collaboration   of   citizens   to   
reduce   the   consumption   of   electricity   during   the   periods   of   greatest   demand,   between   6   in   the   
afternoon   and   11   at   night.   The   president   said   that   he   did   not   make   the   call   before   because   he   did   
not   want   to   generate   a   greater   alarm.   Due   to   poor   weather   conditions   in   the   southern   United   
States   and   northern   Mexico,   electric   service   in   Mexico   has   
been   disrupted   this   week   in   most   of   the   country.   Texas   has   
closed   the   gas   tap   to   Mexico.   On   Wednesday   the   governor   
of   the   state,   Greg   Abbott,   prohibited   exports   out   of   the   
territory   until   February   21.   The   order,   effective   
immediately,   obliges   producers   to   sell   gas   to   Texas   power   
plants.   With   this,   Abbott   aims   to   increase   the   domestic   
supply   to   the   thousands   of   citizens   who   have   been   without   
electricity   as   a   result   of   the   worst   snowfall   in   its   history.   
Mexico,   which   depends   on   Texas   gas   and   has   also   suffered   a   
massive   blackout,   called   on   the   United   States   to   "act   together"   to   ensure   the   supply   of   the   
substance.     
  
  
  

The   History   Of   Corvettes   
Josiah   DeHerrera   

In   the   1950’s,   Chevrolet   was   in   a   sales   dump.   The   brand  
manager,   Thomas   Keating,   had   a   solution.   His   solution   
was   to   bring   up   a   general   motors   sports   car.   They   said   
the   name   of   it   was   going   to   be   like   the   bread   and   
butter.   And   they   had   a   code   name   for   it   so   it   would   be   
a   surprise   to   the   public.   The   code   name   was   Project   
Opal.   It's   an   American   car,   but   with   the   British   touch   on   
it.   Project   Opal   has   a   fiberglass   body,   3.9   liter,   and   
straight-six   engine   mated   to   a   two-speed   transmission.   
It   made   its   debut   in   GM’s   1953   Montora   show   in   New   

York   City.   The   name   Corvette   was   made   and   it's   only   gotten   better.   They   have   made   more   styles   
and   better   engines   that   are   faster.   And   this   year,   Chevrolet   is   coming   out   with   an   all-electric   
corvette.   They   haven't   made   a   date   for   it   to   come   out,   but   it   will   take   people   by   storm.     
  
  
  
  

  



  
Does   America   Have   Health   Care?   
Vivian   Carrell  
Did   you   know   that   the   average   person   doesn’t   know   there’s   something   wrong   with   them   until   
their   bodies   are   functioning   below   60%?   That’s   like   being   half-dead   before   knowing   you   were   

dying.   By   the   time   you   get   to   that   point,   you   
could   already   be   a   goner.   The   way   our   
healthcare   systems   in   America   work   makes   this   a   
really   bad   thing.   Most   people   don’t   see   a   doctor   
until   they   feel   ill.   Even   if   you   didn’t   feel   sick,   
they,   meaning   the   doctors,   wouldn’t   be   able   to   
do   anything   until   you   show   symptoms.   Thus,   
unless   you   are   dying,   there’s   no   way   for   anyone   

to   help   you.   However,   if   you   take   care   of   yourself,   you   have   a   better   
chance   of   not   dying   or   becoming   seriously   ill.   If   you   maintain   a   
well-balanced   diet   and   stay   moderately   active,   you   should   be   fine.   Even   though   we   are   
teenagers,   and   we   are   “invincible”,   we   need   to   take   care   of   ourselves   before   we   become   too   
old   to   do   so.   Because   our   health   care   systems   can’t   find   malicious   things   until   it’s   too   late,   take   
care   of   yourselves.   Also,   medicine   is   really   expensive,   so   you   don’t   wanna   need   it.   
  
  
  

Texas   Storms     
Ivan   Molina   
As   many   of   you   have   heard,   there   was   a   huge   snowstorm   in   Texas   this   past   weekend.   The   storm   

left   many   homes   without   water,   food,   and   electricity.   The   
sad   part   is,   Texas   is   not   ready   for   a   snow   storm.   Many   
people   in   Texas   have   homes   that   are   meant   to   be   cold   
because   of   the   hot   weather.   Also,   Texas   has   entered   a   big   
truck   scene   for   dropped   trucks   that   can   barely   drive   
around   on   wet   roads.   Imagine   how   bad    icy   and   snowy   
roads   can   get.   They   also   don't   have   any   trucks   to   plow   the   
snow   or   any   salt   to   melt   the   ice.   My   dad   was   in   Texas   this   
weekend   and   he   

said   it   was   colder   than   ever   before.   A   major   struggle   for   
a   lot   of   people.   He   also   said   that   even   though   his   truck   
is   ready   for   storms   like   that,   he   struggled.   We   all   send   
our   prayers   to   the   people   in   Texas.   I   also   recommend   
Texas   starting   to   get   ready   for   snow   storms   or   just   cold   
days.     

  



  
  

What's   Better   Buying   Coffee   or   Making   It?   
Alexia   Gonzalez   
A   lot   of   people   spend   about   $4-5   dollars   each   day   on   Starbucks   coffee.   That's   about   $1,800   a   
year.   Making   your   own   brewed   coffee   at   your   house   will   cost   you   about   a   dollar   a   day   or   less.   

That's   $365   a   year.   You   are   saving   a   lot   of   money   making   your   
own   coffee   at   home.   Starbucks   coffee   also   has   a   lot   of   sugar   in   
their   drinks.   If   you   make   your   coffee   at   your   house,   then   you   
know   exactly   what   you   are   putting   in   your   coffee.   If   you   buy   
your   coffee,   you   not   only   don't   know   exactly   what   they   put   in   
your   drink,   but   you   also   might   not   know   if   the   person   making   it   
washed   their   hands   or   if   they   used   expired   ingredients.   There   
are   some   cons   to   making   your   coffee.   You   have   to   prepare   it,   
instead   of   just   ordering   it   and   having   it   delivered.   This   is   
convenient   if   you   work   and   you   need   to   go   get   a   coffee   on   your   

break.   What   would   you   rather   do?   
  
  
  

Basketball   Season!   
Mia   Esquer-Montoya   
Basketball   season   has   been   here   for   a   couple   of   weeks   
now.   We   are   halfway   through   the   season   and   both   the   
girls   and   the   boys   are   doing   well!   As   of   right   now,   the   
girls   are   7-2   overall   and   4-0   league   and   the   boys   are   5-2   
overall   and   3-1   league.   Coach   Forster,   Coach   Paine,   and   
Coach   Johnson   have   worked   really   hard   with   the   girls   and   
helping   them   go   far   this   season.   Coach   Lucero   and   Coach   

Tomas   have   been   
working   the   boys   like   
crazy   and   making   sure   they   do   good   this   season   as   well.   
Unfortunately,   the   boys   were   out   this   weekend   because   they   
were   quarantined.   The   girls   did   play   two   games   this   
weekend,   a   loss   against   Cotopaxi   but   a   win   against   John   
Mall.   Big   games   are   coming   up   and   chances   of   going   to   state   
are   up.   Good   luck   to   both   the   boys   and   the   girls   this   
weekend,   big   games   for   both   teams!     
  
  

  



  
  

Richie’s   100th   Win!!   
It   took   4   years   of   wrestling   with   few   losses   in   between.   He   
said   it   was   very   exciting,   and   that   he   was   caught   by   surprise.   
Richie   says   that,   "...[I]it's   not   the   easiest...   it   takes   a   lot   of   
hard   work.”   Even   Mr.   Paine   says   that   it’s   "one   of   the   hardest   
sports".   Although   there’s   a   lot   of   physical   effort   that   goes   
into   it,   Richie   says   it’s   "not   only   a   physical   sport,   a   lot   of   it   is   
mental...at   least   for   me".   So   far,   Richie   has   100   wins   over   4   
years,   he’s   ranked   6th   in   the   state,   and   is   a   two-time   state   
qualifier.   
  
  
  

Current   Events   
● 26th   High   School   Wrestling   @Center   10:00   am   

  
● 26th   High   School   Basketball   @Sangre   5:00   pm   

  
● 27th   Parents   Night   High   school   Basketball   @Sierra   Grande   5:00   pm   

  
  
  
  

By   Josiah   DeHerrerra   

  


